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ABSTRACT 

This paper calls e.ttention to a common mista.ke concerning 
the applicability of semi-classical methods in the ca.lculation 

•' I 

of the energy levels in a system of two or more magnetic mono-. . :• 
poles in orbit about each other. The notion that the inter-
Potion forces are far too strong to allow a ca.lculation of se
veral innermost (troublesome) energy levels by the Bohr and 
Sommerfeld method, overlooks the !act that these troublesome 
orbits.are inside a distance equal to the classical radius of 
the mAgnetic monopoles.·involved,where the ma.gnetic interaction 
forces are fe.r lower; according to classical theo-ry, than their 
coulombia.n values.. By taking into account the lower value of 
th,e interaction forces inside the classical radius distance, 
i~ is easy to calculate many of the troublesome orbits and 
energy levels by data processing machines. 

Results obtained by this method, which were presented in 
two e~.rlier papers (Barricelli 1978 A A.nd B), a.re summarized. 
The results include the theoretical calculation of the masses 
of about 30 elementary particles • 
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1. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to call attention to a. fundamental 
a.nd unfortunately very common mistake concerning the appli ca bi
lity of Bohr and Sommerfeld methods in the calcul~tion of 
energy levels in a system formed by two or more magnetic 
monopoles in orbit .about each others. The large size of ma.gne
tic monopole charges, which accordnig to Dirac (1931) are 
expected to be multiples of an elementary charge g, here::~.fter 

· designated as the "Dirac monopole", given by the formula 

(1) 1 v137 "- 137 g= 2 nc= ~ e 

e= charge of the electron 
c= velocity of light 
~= ~' h being Plank's constant 

has led to the belief (see below) that not only in w~.ve mechanics 
but also in semi-classical (Bohr and Sommerfeld) quantization 
theory, the magnetic fields involved are far too strong to make 
possible a calculation of energy levels. 

The argument goes a.s follows. The angular momentum of a 
system of two magnetic monopoles of charges g1 and g2 respective
ly a.EJsumed to be moving for example, in circula.r orbits a bout a 
common center of gravity is given by: 

(2) 
g1g2 

A= v1+v2 = M1v1r1+M2v2r2 

v 1 and v2 being their respective velocities, H{, .. H2 their respec
tive masses, r 1 , r 2 their respective distances from the center 

of gravity. Bohr's quantization :formula. A=nh gives then: 
g1g2 

(3) V1+V2= -nn-
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n being an integer identifying the energy level. If the ma.gne

tic charges g1 and g2 are equa.l to or larger than the Dirac 
monopole given by formula C1), the sum v 1+v 2 of the two veloci
ties,would become, according to formula (3): 

(4) v +v > 137 o 1 2- 4n 

This value becomes more than twice the speed o:f light for every 
energy level with n< ~; ~eaning for all of the energy levels 

n=1,2,3 ••• 17, at least one of the velocities v1, v2 would have 
to be greater than the speed of light. As a result the relativ
istic formula identifying the bindings energy gives ima.gina.ry 
or complex energy values for all of these levels. This :E~.pplics 

not only for the Bohr and Sommerfeld formula when duly corrected 
for relativistic effects, but also for Dirac's and other relati
vistic wave mechanical formulas for the calculation of energy· 
levels (see Barricelli 1978 A). 

Because of these difficulties, mea.ningful·. bindings energies 
have been considered virtually unobtainable with presently a.vail
a.ble methods for magnetic monopoles. A typical attitude towards 
this subject is reflected by the following kind of pronouncement 
some times found in the li tera.ture: "Va.lid quanti ta.tive ca.lcula
tions of bindings energies have not been obtained yet. Because 
of the strong forces acting between the magnetic charges it is 
difficult with the present theory to make reliable calculations." 
Similar considerations are offered by Schwinger (1968) and others. 
Moreover the same attitude concerning the calculation of energy 
levels is quite general also in connection with other theories 
and other hypothetical fields considered responsable for the 
interaction:s between the components of elementary particles 
(quarks·~ and other partons). All attempts to calcula.te energy 
levels and masses of elementary particles ha.ve been quelled or 
seriously hampered by this sort of considerations. 

The overlooked opportunity. 

As far as the applicability of semi-classical models is 
concerned, the argument presented above has a fundamental flr:l.w. 

The fact whose implications seem to have been overlooked so far 

,. 
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is that all of the 17 energy levels in which the problem of 
complex bindings energies arises (troublesome energy levels) are 

2n2!i3 connected with orbits whose semi major axis a - ----- = 
n- g2M 

(for g1-g2=g and M1=M2=M) is smaller 
2 

than th.e cla.ssical radius r 0 = L. of the magnetic monopole. 
MC2 . 

Inside the classi9al radius distR.nce the magnetic potenti;:J.ls 
and the forces acting upon the charges can be far lower, 
according to classical electromagnet.isms, than the strictly 
coulombian ones calculated on the· point charge assumption, and 
the magnetostatic forces approach 0, instead oJ infinity, when 
the distance between the centers of two magnetic monopoles be
comes 0. If. we wa.nt to apply semi-classical models correctly, 
we should stick to the rules of cla.ssica.l electroma.g11.etism. 
That applies even in those cases in which some of the parameters 
involved a.re not physically measurable quanti ties a.ccording to 
Heisemberg's indetermination principle. For example Bohr's and 
Sommerfeld's method of calculating the frequencies of Hydrogen 

spectral lines obtains a precision ,riva.lling in many cases, that which 
can be obtained by wa.ve-mecha.nical methods. This precision i EJ 

ma.ny orders of magnitude better than that one would expect if 

one should try to estimate the errors in the Bohr a.nd Sommer-
feld energy levels on the basis of the errors required by Heisem
berg's indetermination principle in s0me of the parameters invol
ved. 

A correct application of semi-classical theory must be done 
on its own pr.3misses,which mea.ns, by ascribing to the magnetic 
and electric charges their own classical radii a.nd allowing for 

. the lowered magnetostatic and electrostatic fields inside the 

'-· 
' ' I~ ..-
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respective charges •. * 
The purpose of this pa.per is to summarize results pre::;ent ed 

in two earlier papers (Barricelli 1978 A and B) shovring th~t, 
as far as semi-classical theory is concerned, the difficulties 
rela.ted to the tr.oublesome energy levels of magnetic monopoles 

* Notice that the cl~~sical radius of the electron·_..:. defined RS 

the distance from centrum where the interaction force with an 
other elementary charge would be substantially (for ex. 15 %) 
reduced - is among the qua.nti ties whose direct measurement is 
subject to unacceptable errors (hundreds of times greater than 
the quantity to be measured), according to Heisemberg's indeterrni~ 
na.tion principle (Barricelli 1978 A, Appendix). Also a. direct 
meRsurement of the 6lassical radius of the Dirac monopole is 
subject to substantial, if not quite as fatal, indetermim~.tion· 

e;rrors (approaching 10 % of the radius to be mea.sured). In both 
cases a direct measurement involves a measurement of the angular 
momentum of a circular orbit with a radius comparable to the 
cl1!3ssical radius of the particle, which is subject to a.n error 
comparable to h. Indirect measurements of the electron radius 
are subject to the same objections and criticism as, for example, 
measurements of the angular momenta of electronic orbits based 
on spectral observations. They would measure a value ascribed 
to the pa.rameter (analogic para.meter) by a semi-classical theory 
or some other theory, not a true angular momentw::J.. }1ea.surements 
of the electron radius have given values ranging from 0 to dif
ferent values approaching the classical radius, depending on the 
theory (\'rave-mechanical, classical or semi-classical) used, and 
they are oft~n based on cross-sections whose relation to the 
electron radius defined above is questionable at best. Moreover 

the very fact that the ma.gnetic monopole radius measurement is 
not quite a.s sensitive to indetermination principle errors as 
;the electron radius (see above) indicates that inferences about 
the magnetic monopole radius derived from the measurements of 

• electron radius are not ~u~omatibally correct. 
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are artificial :ones created by an erroneous application and/or 
interpretation of semi-classical theory. Of more than forty 
~.SymptP.tica.lly .. · coulombian potential fields tested, fulfilling 
trivial continuity requirements, a.nd ·the conditions imposed by 
a finite radius related to the mass according to classical electro
ma.gnetism, none has been found presenting the difficulties dis
cussed in the preceeding section. Diff~culties of an other kind 
h~.ve appeared when force:· fields presenting more than one maximum 
~.nd minimum have been used. But none of the difficulties we 

have found appear.to be related to excessive interaction forces. 

There is no evidence that it is even possible, let alone un
avoidable to ascribe to the magnetic monopoles interactions 
capRble of creating the difficulties described above, by using 
meAningful potential fields consistent with cl~ssical electro
ma.gnetism. Such difficulties do arise with models treating 
the magnetic monopoles as po~nt cha.rges~·, but not ,..,i th semi
cla.ssical models correctly appl.ied. 

* One ma.y object that the cha.rge of the Dirac monopole has 
been calculated by Dirac's theory which treats the electric and 
ma.gnetic charges as point charges. Ma.ny results obtained by 
Dirac's theory as well as by semi-classical theories and other 
theories are found to be in very good agreement with observations 
no matter whether they use or fa.il to use ana.logica.l parameters 
which ca.nnot be measured according to Heisemberg indetermination 
principle. The question whether Dirac's theory has been success
ful in the identification of the elementary magnetic charge will 
ultimately be decided by comparing with experimental observations 
(such as the masses of elementary particles) the theoretic pre
dictions obtained by using the Dirac monopole. as an elementa.ry

magnetic charge (see table ~ a.nd section 7). 
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This misinterpretation and the misunderstandings crea.ted 

by it (see la.st section) seem' to be the main rea.son why the 

opportunity to calculate the energy levels of elementary partic

les by semi-classical methods has been overlooked for more thRn 

10 years, since the earliest magnetic quark models were proposed. 

Our belief is that the Bohr and Sommerfeld quantization 

method still has a role to pla.y in the theory of elementary 

p~.rticles, not less importa.nt tha.n the role it has pla.yed in 

the original theory of a:tomic spectra (see table 4 where the 

masses of many elementary particles calculA.ted by the Bohr a.nd 

Somme:i-feld method are compared with observed masses). 

3. Properties of asymptotically coulombiA.n potential fields 

obeying cla.ssicnl requirements. 

Before descri bi!lg the m;;~.gnetic monopoles which have been 

introduced for the interpretation of ~lementa.~y particles we 

a.hA.ll call a.ttention to some of the main cha.r~.cteristics of the 
potential fields generated by magnetic monopoles with a mA.ss de

termined by their magnetostatic.energies. 

The magnetic monopoles we will deal with are assumed to 

genera.te spherically symmetric potentia.l fields which es:,rmptoti

ca.lly a.pproach a coulombiA.n field when the distance r goes to 

infinity, r- co (a.symptaticA.lly coulombian fields). There <=~re 

mP..ny A.symptatically coulombia.n fields fulfilling this conditions, 

~.nd me.ny of them would a.lso have compa.rable properties within a. 
sta.ndard radius r 0 if they fulfill all the requirements (see below) 

we impose to them. The simplest a.ssumption which is found nde

qua.te to interpret the ma.sses of elementary particles is to 

~.sswne that all magnetic monopole charges ha.ve the same standard 

r~diu~. r0 comparable (see below) to the classical radius of the 

a.lectron. 

A basic property of two equal and opposite magnetic or elec-

tric charges with the same finite density distribution assumed 

to be spherica.~ly symmetric* is thP..t they will c~.ncel out if 

they are placed in the same spot, so that the dista.nce r between 

"their centers is equal to zero. This has a series of implications, 

such as: 

* Spherical symmetry is not likely in particles with spin different 

from 0. For the moment we are only presenting examples to illu

strate the method. 
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1. The attraction force betw~en two charges of opposite sign 
will not go to infinity, but on the contrary it will 
approach zero when r -o. The sa.me a.pplies to the 
repultion force between charges of equal sign. 

2. The magnetostatic energy of two equal charges of opposite 
. sign will approach zero when r - 0. As a result the 
potential energy of,th~ two charges will npproach but 
never exceed the negative sum - 2 M0 c2 of" their magnetosta
tic energies which are equal and have been designated by 

M0 c2 , M0 being their selfinduction rest mass. 

3. The lower limit of the angular momentum of two interacting 
charges will be zero instead of a finite number like the 
angula.r momentum defined by formula (2). As a result there 
are no problems with the use of low quantum numbers with 
a low angular momentum. 

All of these conditions are fulfilled by several potential 
fields presented in the preceeding papers (Barricelli 1978 A 
and B) including the following one which has been used in the 
theoretic::tl ~~lmllation of the masses of elementary pa.rticlesX 
a.nd is assumed to give a workable approximation for this pourpose when R<.O.?. 

U(r) = 

r 0 ~/ ( 1+R~+ R2Exp( 1/( 1 +1/SR2 ( 1-!,R2 ))) 

g1 , g2 are the magnetic charges, e1, e2 the electric charges 
r of tvm interacting magnetic monopoles, R= r- , r being the 

0 
distance between their centers and r their standard radius. 

0 

S is a free parameter whose best value (giving the best predic
. tions for the masses of elementary particles including the elec-

;tron) is found to be S=5, 853~ ~y'f37. This value of S is 

suspiciously close the Dirac monopole expressed in units or 

xTi s formula gives the potential U( r) only for r< r 0'{2. 'rhe t;ene!'al 
asymptotic coulombian formula valid for all r values is obtained by 

substituting the infinite series ~(1+;R2 +(~R 2 ) 2 +C;R2 ) 3 + ... ) 
' SR 

for the expression 1/SR2(1-;R2) in formula (5). 
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V11C, namely:~ = ~ {137 and might not be an a.ccident, 
v Iic c. 

even though we do not know what this coincidence ~eans. 

The above potential U(R) and the force field generated by 
it .are shown in fig. 1. 

According to the· . above 

monopole will be M =- U(O) 
o 2c2 

or: 

M = 0 

point 2, the res't mass M0 of a Dirac 

for the case g1=-g2=g and e1=e2 =o 

and similarly the rest mass m of an elementary electric charge 
will be: 

e2 
2 2r0 c 

If the rest mass of the elec-tron is considered equal to m, 
the standard radius r 0 will be one half of the classical radius 

re of the electron 
re 

ro= 2·-

4. Some low energy levels in binary systems. 

Examples of energy levels for circular orbits have been 
presented in a preceeding paper (Barricelli 1978 A). We shall 
present here an example of energy levels for line.ar oscillation 
orbits which have been used in the interpretation of elementBry 
particle masses in a. second paper (Ba.rricelli 1978 B). 

Linear oscillation orbits are the orbits described by tv;o 
· particles subject to an oscillatory movement on a straight line 
~hrough their common center of gravity. Both particles move 

' . 
simultaneously through their center of gravity in opposite direc-

. tion. They reach simultaneously their respective ma.ximum 
distances from the center of gravity and are pulled ba.ck by 
their reciprocal attraction to repeat in reverse the same 
movements (Fig. 2). 
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The main chara.cteristic ~iscriminating oscillation orbits 

from other orbits is that their orbital angular momentum is equal 

to zero. They are the only kind of orbits \'le \'lill need in the 

low energy levels we are going to deal with, in which the spins 

of elementary particles seem to be determined exclusively by the 

spins of the quarks involved. As well known also the version of 
Bohr'·s theory of the hydrogen atom, adopted after the introduction 

of electronic spin, uses 'in 'the 10\'/est energy level orbits with 
• • j' 

angular momentum equal to zero.· 

The energy levels in linear oscillation orbits can be calcu

lated by the following Sommerfeld integral (see Barricelli 1978 B 

section 3): r 

(8) p P(rx,r)dr=4J0 ~(rx,r)dr=nh 

. (9) 

( 1 0) 

( 11 ) 

(12) 

where n is the integrer qu~.ntum nwnb.c:::- idcntLr.o, ine the ener~:/ lcvc"3l, 

r is the mB.ximum distP..nce periodically re~.chccl by the two monopo-x . 
le.s., P(rx, r) is defined by the formulP. 

P(rx,r)=M1v 1 
where 

2 2 2 . 
M1o- M2o+M (rx,r) 

2~(rx,r) 

a.nd 

1 I,.2 ;r12 
- '11 0 l" •j 

M10 ani M20 being the rest masses of the two monopol0s. 

Using these formula.e our machine progre.m ca.n calculPte I-1(r",r) .... 
for a.11y given rx a.nd r VP.lues by formul:?. (11) then by Zormul~ (10) 

· .:i.t obta.ins 1>1 1 and v 1 , and P(.rx,r) is then given by i'oriJulP. (9) . 

.W. r va.luc fulfilling formula (8) ca.n the:::: be obta.ined by succes-x . 

si ve a.pproxime.tions. Once rx is determinsd., the bind1ngs energy E, 

a.nd the mass M of the two-body system is given by 

E=U(r ) ; 
X 



Table lA 

Masses of binary systems of magnetic monopoles with respocti ve rest masses M10, M20 ' 

and t~ respective magnetic charges g1,g2 (g being the Dirac monopole, and 

M = L the monopolar unit of mass). o 2r 
0 

Energy level n=l 
. 

M20 Mo 4M 
11 I 0 9M0 

MlO gl g2 -g .. .... 2g -3g 

Mo g 0.08307 1. 079 37 4. 08467 

4M0 2g 1. 079Yf 0.05675 1.05279 

9M 0 3g 4.08467 1.05279 0.04416 

Table lB · 

~ . .... Energy level n-2 

Mo 4M 0 9M 0 . 

-g -2g -3g 

0.19111 . 1.18723 4.20033 

1.18723 0.13884 1.12998 

4.20033 1.12998 0.10952 

Maximum reciprocal distance (r0•1) reached by the two monopoles in their linear 
oscillations. 

Energy level n=l Ener~y level n=2 '.2· .. 
M20 Mo 4M0 9M M 4M SJMo 0 0 0 

)!10 gl g2 -g -2g -3g -g -2g -2g 

M g o. 36882 o. 29541 o. 26802 0.48906 o. 38309 0.34473 
0 

4M 0 2g 0.29541 0.22168 0.19500 o. 38309 o. 28423 o. 2429 3 

9M 3g o. 26802 0.19500 0.16717 0.34473 0.24R93 0. 212fi8 
0 

Table lC 

Maximum velocities v1/c , v2(c of the two monopoles (c being the speed of light). 

Energy level n=l Energy level n=2 

M20 M 4M 0 9M0 Mo 4M 0 9M 0 0 

MlO gl g2 -g -2g -3g -g -2g -Jc 

M g v1/c o. 27955 o. 33946 o. 36895 0.40842 0.49080 o. 52941 
0 

.v2/c. 0.27955 0.08986 0.04407 0.40842 0.13946 o. 06917 . 
4M0 2g v1/c 0.08986 0.11848 ,0.13418 0.13943 0.18392 o. 20833 

; v2/c o. 33946 0.11848 0.06007 0.49080 0.18392 o. 09425 

9M 0 3g v1/c 0.04407 0.06007 0.06991 0.06917 o. 09425 0.10981 
. v2/c 0.36895 0.13418 o. 06991 o. 52941 o. 20833 0.10981 

.. 
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This way all of the parameters: maximum distance rx, 
velocities v 1 and v2, mass of the system Mare obtained. 

Table 1A. shows for two energy levels n=1 and ~2 the 
masses (energies) of two-body systems with magnetic charges 

g1:g, 2g, 3g in the first body combined with the charges 

g2=-g,-2g,-3g in th~ s~~~nd .body. The rest masses of the two 
bodies are assumed to be equal to their respective self-induc
tion masses (or magnetostatic energies divided by c2). All 
masses are given.by using M0 (formula 6) as a unit of mass. 
Table 1B gives the maximum distances rx betv1een the two bodies 
and Table 10 their maximum respective velocities v 1 and v2 

for the same energy levels n=1 and n=2. 

The same program used in order to calculate this tables 
is also used for the calculation of the masses of elementary 
·particles. Similar tables for ·circular orbits using different 
potential functions have been presented earlier (Barricelli 
1978 A). 

The very fact that it has been possible to calculate 
these energy levels without running into imaginary or complex 
solutions is evidence that the strong magnetic forces between 
monopoles do not have to represent a basic difficulty in a 
selfconsistent semiclassical approach. 

5. Magnetic monopoles involved in the integer charge model. 

The model of elementary particles we are going to present 
uses some of the basic ideas adopted by the quark models with,how
ever., substantial modifications designed to achieve the follow-

ing aims: 

(1) Interpret the forces which keep the magnetic monopoles in a.n 
·:. elementary particle together as magnetic forces. 

(2) Give an interpretation of the masses of elementary partic
les, and a means to calculate these theoretically. 

(3) Give a simple interpretation of the decays of elementary 
particles. 

,. 
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(4) Interpret the leptons as a class of particles formed by 
the same basic monopoles by which the other particles are 
formed, and apply this interpretation as a means to cal
culate the masses of leptons by the same procedure adopted 
in the calcula.tion of the masses of hadrons. 

We shall start by presenting the modifications introduced 
in the quark mod~ls'in order to achieve these objectives • 

• ! ' 

The quarks are ascribed positive magnetic charges equal 
to the Dirac monopole g , in addition to their electric charges, 
and are respectively designated by the symbols u1 (u-quark), 
D1 (d-quark), S1 (s-quark) and c1 (?-quark). The low index 1 

identifies the number of positive magnetic charge units. The 
corresponding anti~quarks are designated by the symbols u1, 

n1, s1, c1, upper indexes designating the number of negative 
magnetic charge units. Anew particle designated as Baric 

· ·and identified by the symbol B3, a boson of spin 0, is ascribed 
three negative magnetic charge units. Its anti-particle is 
designated by the symbol B3 and is ascribed 3 positive magnetic 

charge units. A baric is-assumed to be present in each baryon, 
a.nd its triple negative magnetic charge is assumed to keep 
the three positively charged quarks together, in the same way 
as the triple charge of a Litium atomic nucleus keeps three 
electrons together.* 

.The introduction of an extra boson, the baric, in each 
baryon makes the assumption of fractional electric charges 

' 1 2 
(- ) and) ) ascribed to the three quarks unnecessary. If we 
a.ssign a negative electric charge - 1 to the baric and add a 
positive electric charge ~ to each quark, the electric cha.rges 

* A similar idea was proposed by Schwinger (1969}, but .his 
hypothesis that the triply cha.rged boson would be successive
ly absorbed by the three quarks, is not confirmed by our 
investigation, as far a.s the barijons are concerned. 
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of the baryon.·, will remain the same, whereas the qua.rks will 

obta.in integer electric charges, namely +1 for the u and c

quarks and 0 for the d and s-quarks (see tabls 2). vfuat is 

more important is that this model ascribing to the qua.rks 
integer electric charges (integer charge model) ha.s the adva.n
t~.ge that it makes possible an interpretation of the leptons 
by the same ba.sic mo·nopoles used in the interpretation o::: 
hadrons (see section 8)'; The usual fra.ctiona.l charge model 
does not seem apt to give a simila.r interpretation of the 
leptons without ·ascribing to the leptons the sa.me kind o:r_· 

fra.ctional <i and ~) electric charges which are a.scri bed to 
the quarks. 

The.baric and the quarks are not the only magnetic mono

poles we e.re going to deal with. Other ma.gnetic monopole's 

ca.n be constructed by a type of association between two or 

Table 2 

Magnetic monopoles involved as constituents of elementary particles according 

to the . * interger charge interpretation. 

Name Symbol Magnetic Electric Spin Strangeness Charm 
charge charge 

Baric B3 -3 -1 0 0 0 

u-quark ul 1 1 l/2 0 0 

d-quark Dl 1 0 1/2 0 0 

s-quark sl 1 0 1/2 -1 0 

.c,;-quark cl 1 1 1/2 0 L 

*The respective antiparticles B3 , u1, D1, s1, c1 have opposite 
magnetic and electric charges, and opposit strangeness and charm. 
Lower indexes identify positive. magnetic charges; upper indexes 
identify negative ones. 
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more monopoles. which we will. call "level zero" or (1-0)asso
cia.tions.* An (L-0) association is a monopole whose spin, 
electric and magnetic charges e.re respectively the srnn of the 
spins, electric and magnetic ch~.rges of the associated monopo
les. For example the (L-0) association of the baric B3 with a. 

U 1 _will be a. monopole designated by the symbol (B3u 1) 0 , here-

after also oalled F2,.with spin 0~ = ~, magnetic charge 

-3g+g=-2g and electric charge -e+e=O. Its anti particle F2 

is called "heavy fermion".(see table 3). 

The mass of an (L-0) association is calculated on the basis 
of its magnetostatic and electrostatic energy by the same rules 
applied for a single m9nopole (see next section). 

In e. semi-classical model e.n (L-0) association can be 
interpreted as a system of particles at the lowest possible 
energy level (n=O) where n is the qua.ntum number in the Sommer
feld formula (8). ·This energy level is characterized by associa
ted particles at rest in the position of lowest energy, the 
baricenter of the system. 

Other (L-0) associations will be introduced subsequently. 
We may, however, give notice that the (L-0) association of e. 
monopole and tts antiparticle such as (u1u1) 0 , (B3B3) 0 or 

(F2F2) 0 is considered equivalent to annihila.tion. This kind of 

(L-0) associations are not real particles. Moreover, the (L-0) 
association of a monopole, such as B3 with an other (L-0) asso-

ci~:~.tion such as F2=(B3U 1) 0 including its antiparticle is con

sidered equivalent to the result obtained by removing (annihila
ting) the two mon:opo1es. (B3 and B3) from the association. 

· * Associations with similar charge and spin characteristics were 
introduced by Schwinger, who assumed that a quark for example 
u1 , could absorb a boson, for example B3 , to form a particle, 
say F2 , with charges and spin obtained by a.dding together those 

· of the two particles. 
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An other monopole, a boson of spin 0, ma.gnetic charge - g 

A-nd electrically uncharged, ca.lled "light boson" a.nd designated 

by the symbol L (see table 3) WA.s originally introduced a.s a. 

me~.ns to interpret the properties of the strange quark (see next 

se~tion). . . , 

The three monopole~·B3 , u1 , L1 ere the basic monopoles from 

which all other particles will be constructed by (L-0) and higher 

energy ~ssociations. 

6. MAsses of gu.;~rks a.nd ba.sic monopoles. 

· Formulas ( 6) and (7) give respectively the mA.sses of an 

element.::.~.ry ma.gnetic charge g with A. st:::tnd.::.~.rd radius r 0 and an 

elementary electric charge e with the same standard radius. By. 

the sa.me a.rgument a ma.gnetic cha.rge ng with sta.ndard radius r 0 

will have the mass M given by 

2 
M=~= 

2r0 c 

M0 being the mass of a Dirac monopole, hereafter designated as 

the "monopola.r. unit" o:f mass. 

The ma.sses of qua.rks a.nd mA.gnetic monopoles we a.re going to 

use A.re given in table 3. Electrica.lly charged particles (such 

AS the u-quark and the baric) ha.ve in addi b:on to their magneto

stAtic mass also an electrostatic mass Me defined by 

M = e 
e2 

--2:-- = 0. 0002130M0 
2r c e 

see formula (1). 

Two of the qua.rks, listed in table 3, namely the s- quark ~.nd . 
the c-quark, a.re a.scribed mA.sses greater than the values one would 

obtA.in by applying the formulA.e (13) a.nd (14). It was soon found 

th.::.~t in order to interpret the m.::.~.sses of stra.nge and cha.rmed 

particles it would be necessAry to ascribe to these two quarks 

mAsses greater than their magnetosta.tic a.nd electrostatic self-
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Table .3 

De scriJ2ti on of monopoles used (for split S and C quark.s~ see section 8). 

Particle name Symbol Mass Electric Magnetic Spin Definition 
monopo1ar U. charge charge brief not at. 

Baric B3 9.000213 -1 -3 0 B 

Light boson 11 1.000000 0 -1 0 L 

u-quark ul 1.000213 1 1 1/2 u 

Heavy fermion F2 4.000000 ' 0 2 1/2 ( BU)O 
•! I ' 

d-quark D1 1.000000 0 1 1/2 (1<,1)0 

s-quark (compact) s1 1.079375 0 1 1/2 (FL)l 

s-quark ( sp1it-T) T1 1. 070569 0 1 1/2 

s-qua.rk ( spli t-Q) Q1 1.062369 0 1 1/2 

o-qua.rk (compact) c1 1. 572588 1 1 1/2 ( (BS)2L)3 

c-quark (intern-Q) I1 1.-557265 1 1 1/2 ( (W)2L)3 

c-quark (split-A) Al 1.544368 1 1 1/2 

induction ma.sses calculated by these formulas, and a.pproa.ching 

for many elementary particles (see next section) the va.lues 

indicated in table 3. This led to an interesting discovery. It 

WAS found that the ma.ss to be ascribed to the s-quark would hAve 

to be close to the mass of a. system formed by an association a.t 

the energy level 1 of two monopoles with the respective ma.gneti c 

charges -g and +2g, which is given in table 1A. It was in fa.ct 

so close that we have been able to adopt this ma.ss for the strF.~.nge 

qua.rk in tabla 3 •. This led to the hypothesis which is supported 

by additional evidence partly presented in sector 8 and 9, that 

.the a-quark is not a single monopole, but a system of two mono
poles of magnetic charges 2g a.nd -g respectively, associated at 

the energy level 1. Such a. system will be called "level 1" or 

shortly (L-1) association. One of the two monopoles in this (L-1) 

w~_ssociation would have to be 8. fermion, the other one e. boson. 

The simplest solution of this problem was found by introducing 
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~ light boson L 1 of magnetic charge -g, no electric charge R.nd 

no spin (see table 3). The (L-~) association hereafter desig

n~ted as (F2L 1) 1 or shortly (FL) 1, of this boson \'/j_th the heFl.vy 

fermion F2 will be considered equiv~lent to. the stra.nge qua.rk S, 

S1=(F2L1) 1, Q~ s~ortly S=(FL)1 

The 

.(F2L1)0 
A.nd the 
tion of 

(L-0) associa.t':lon between the sa.me monopoles, namely 

or shortly (FL)O ha.s the sa.me mass, the s.a.me charges 

same spiri a.s the d-qua.rk, ~.nd is used as an interpreta.
this quark (see table 3): 

D1=(F2L1) 0 or shortly D=(FL)O 

The light boson L ha.s been used in the· interpret.;.tion of 

mA.ny elementary particles including leptons and other ps.rticles 

not involving the s a.nd d-qua.:rks. 

this 

where 

(L-2) 

The mass of the c-qua.rk wa.s interpreted by ascribing to 

qua.rk a more elaborate composition indicated in ta.ble 3, 
1 (B3S ) 2 , shortly (BS)2, stands for an energy level 2 or 

a.ssocia.tion of a.n anti-baric B3 with a.n s-antiqua.rk S 1 

a.nd((B3s1) 2L1) 3; shortly ((BS)2L)3 stands for an (L-3) a.ssocia.

tion of (BS)2 with L: 

C=((BS)2L)3 

The short notations such e.s (BU)O, (FL)O, (FL) 1 and 

( (BS)2L)3 make no distinction .between a pa.rticle a.nd its a.nti

p~rticle, b1lt they lead to no other a.mbigui ties • 

. The interpreta.tion of the c, s and d qua.rks in terms of the 

. bAsic monopoles B, U and L as well as the interpretations of all 
other particles listed in the tables are tested by verifying 

·the conservation of the ba.sic monopoles in· pa.rticle deca.ys (see 

section 9). 

7. The interpretations of elementa.ry ;pa:I;"ticles and their m::1 sses ~ 

The calculation of the mAsses of elementary particles as 

.. 
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well a.s the masses of the s B.nd c-quarks is mA.de wit:1 tbe S!':!me 

two-body progra.m which has been used for the calcul::1.tion of the 

m::~.sses of two-body systems listed in t~.ble 1. The use of a. 

two-body formula. or progra.m for the solution of three-body or 
more-body problems can, of course, never give precise results, 

A.mi methods to estimate roughly a.pproxima.te corrections in 
several cases in which' th'e errors are unacceptably large will 

be given in section B (~ee split s-qua.rk a.nd split c-que.rk). 

Nevertheless two-body formulas he.ve been used by Niels Bohr a.nd 

others for the solution of multibody pro~lems, for example in 

the calculation of the energy levels of the uttermost electron 
of atoms w.l.th a single electron in the outer orbit. 

Our model for the interpretation of ba.ryons with .9. trj.ply 

charged ( -3g) boson· B3 a.nd three fermions, each one with a. 

single opposite magnetic charge (+g) is the first example of a 
4-body problem we will have to handle with our program. As v.rell 

known fermions are subject to severe restrictions imposed by 

Pauli's exclusion principle and other restrictions. For example 

one can not include more tha.n two fermions in the lowest energy 

level a.bout the baric (just as one can not plP..ce more than two 

electrons in the lowest energy level about a. Li tium atom). More-

over the two fermions must have opposite (anti-pa.rallel) spins 

::~nd (a.n additional restriction which do not apply for a.toms) 

they must be two different qua.rks, and none of them ca.n be an s 
or c-quark. In other words they ca.n only be a u-quark a.nd a. d

qu~=t.rk. The la.st additional restrictions cpncerning the nature 
of the qua.rks ad.mi tted in the lowest energy level might be re

lated to the more intimate (positional) a.ssocia.tion between the 

two quarks compa.red with the two electrons in the lowest energy 

level of an atom. In fact the oscillatory movements in the li

nel3.r oscillation orbits involving a b~.ric and two quarks are 
believed to keep the quarks together all the time in a. "posi tio

n~.l association" in which their centers c.oincide. ·* This gives a. 

* Other linear oscillation movements might lead to a greater 

ra.tio between total energy a.nd momentum, meaning to a system 

with greater energy, since the momentum is fixed by the 

Sommerfeld condition (formula. 8). 
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possibility of treating this kind of three-body system as a 

two-body system in which the two qua.rks are treated as a. single 

body with twice their magnetic charge and nearly four times 

their mass. 

Concerning the energy levels of such a. system a curious 

observation has been made, establishing a drastic difference 

between fermions and 'b6sons in this sort of posi tiona.l a.ssoci~

tions. If the two p~siti.onally a.ssociated monopoles a.re fermions 

(for example quarks) the momentum in the Sommerfeld condition 

(formula 8) is never lower tha.n 4h, and the lowest possible 

energy level in this sort of system is therefore n=4. Thus the 

(L-4) association (B3u1n1) 4 or shortly (BUD)4 has the lowest. 

energy level we can ascribe to the a.ssocia.tion of one beric with 

two quarks. This is twice a.s much momentum as the lowest momen

tum a.dmi tted for the two lowest energy electrons in one a.tom 

which is 2h ( 1h for each electron). The rea.son is perhaps rela.

t~d to the fact that the positional association of the two fer

miens gives them a twice a.s high ma.ss'(say 4M0 instea.d of 2M0 

e.s the sum of their individual me.sses wpuld be). Whatever the 

rea.son, . this rule does not, howeve:r, appf.y if one or both of 
the positionally associa.ted ma.gnetic monQpoles is a boson. 

I 

In this case the. two associated ma.gnetic tnonopoles can be trea-

ted as a single monopole als~ with respec~ to the selection of 
\ 

energy levels. In table 4 we will find se~eral examples of' 

posi tione.l associations of one boson with o~ly one fermion, in 

which the energy level is 1 or even 0 if no\more than one fermi-

on is invol7ed in the system. \ 
. \ 

The mass of the (L-4) e.ssociation (BUD)~ ca.n be calcul~ted 
\ 

a.s the mass o.: a two body system at the energy level 4 formed 

by a· ba.ric B ( o:f magnetic charge -3g, electric cha.rge -e e.nd 

. ma.ss 9.000213 M0 , see table 3) a.nd the associe.tion UD (of magne

tic charge 2g, electric chargee an~·mass 4.000213 M0 ). The 

result is a particle (BUD)4 with e. ma.gnetic charge -g, electric 

. cha.rge 0, mass 1 • 31 ~5.541 M0 , 

U a.nd D ha.ve opposite spins. 
se.me machine program used in 

table 1A. 

and spin 0, since the two que.rks 

The mass is calculated by the 
the calculation of the masses in 
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In order to ca.lculate ·the ma.sses of the lowest energy 

bE=~.ryons we will now have to include a.n extra. quark in t·he 
system, which will have to be put in an other (external) 

energy level. Following the methods used in atomic theory 

(for atoms such as Li tium, N.l3.trium etc. with a single elec

tron in the outer orbit) we can do that by treating the 

external quark and · the rest of the sys tern, n.l3.me ly (BUD) 4, a. s 

two bodi~s in a. two body system. ·The lo,'lest permitted ener

gy level is in this case 1, and the mass of the resulting 

(L-1) associa.tion ca.lcula.ted by the same program used in 

table 1 will respectively be for the 4 possible selectio.ns 
of the external qua.rk: 

External Configuration Mass Baryon 
quark monopolar U. i.nterpretati on 

u ( (IDD)4U)l o. 391586 P(9 38) (Proton) 

D ( (RTD)4D)l o. 391379 N(939) (Neutron) 

s ( (RTD)4S)l 0.468788 A(lll5) 

c ((BUD )4C )1 0.953764 1\ (2260) 
c 

This is the way the theoretically predicted masses of 

the baryons listed in table 4 are calculated. lfl1en the three 
qua.rks do not include a U and a. D, the above type of confj_gu

ra.tion ca.n not be used, a.nd must be substituted by a conf1gu
ra.tion, such as for exa.mple L+=((BU)1 US)4 {see table 4) in 

which only one quark is a.llowed in an interna.l (L-1) a.ssocia.
tion system (BU) 1 which ca.n be associated wl. th the two quarks 

U and S in the (L-4) system ((BU)1 US)4. In this case an s

quark is permitted in the (L-4) level; but also in this case 

the two qua.rks in the (L-4) level must be different ones. 

This restriction does not apply, however, if we go to a higher 

energy level, for ex. (L-5). At this level two identical 

quarks are permitted in the external level, as for example 

in the two particles ~++=((BU)1 UU)5 and ~-=((BD)1DD)5 (see 

table 4). 

In the (L-4) associations of table 4 the two quarks at 

the (L-4) level must have opposite spins. As a result the 
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Table 4 

Configurations de·fining elementary particles and derived properties. The million 
electron volt (MeV) masses are the products of the (monopo1ar U.) masses by the 
factor 0.511/ 0.0002!3, where 0.511 is the MeV mass of the Electron, and 
0.000213 its monopolar U. mass (formula 14). . 

Partic.le name Symbol Theoretic calc. mass Elctr. Spin Confieuration 
( +obs. mass) ' MeV Monopolar U. ·Charee .. ' 

Proton P(938) 939.439 o. 391586 1 1/2 ( ( BDU ) 4 U ) 1 

Neutron N(949-) 938.942 0.391379 0 1/2 ( ( BDU)4D )1 

Lambda 1\(1115) 1124.651 0.468788 0 1/2 ( (BDU)4S)l 

Sigma - r,-(1197) 1181.492 0.492482 -1 l/2 ( (BD)lDS)4 

Sigma 0 ~0 (1192) 1180.977. 0.492267 ·o 1/2 ((BU)lDS)4 

Sigma + r+(II89) 1181.476 0.492474 1 1/2 ( ( BU) lUS )4 

Delta- 6-(1232) 1245-304 o. 519080 -1 3/2 ( (:SD)lDD)5 

Pi 0 lfO (135) 136.143 0.056749 0 0 (FF)1 

Pi ± 11±(140) 136.652 0.056960 ±I 0 (FUL)l 

Ro 0 q0 (770) 771.325 . o. 321511 0 1 ({(DD)lB)1D)1 

Lambda C Ac ( 2260) 2288.139 0.953764 1 1/2 ( (BDU)4C )1 

Psi lf' (3097) 3099.973 1.292161 0 1 (CC)2 

D 0 D0 (1863) 1864.123' 0.777022 0 0 ( ( DC ) 1 ( TilT ) 1 ) l 

D ± n±(i868) 1864:650 o. 777242 =1 0 ((BC)l(BD)l)l 

F ± F±(2040) 2045-925 0.852802 ±1 0 ( ( BC) l ( BS) l) 1 

a-neutrino V9 (0) 0.000 0 0 1/2 (FLL)O 

mu-neu trino ).It' ( 0) 0.000 0 0 1/2 ( DDLL)O 

Electron e±(0.511') 0.511 0.000213 ±1 1/2 (UL)O 

Muon f:t±(l05) 106.435 0.044365 ±1 1/2 (BFL)l 

Tau 't±(l807) 1809.968 0.754449 ±1 1/2 (B(BL)OC)3 
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baryons involving (L-4) a.ssocia.tions can only have spin ~, 

since oscillation orbits have no angular momentum. This con
dition is not required for the two quarks in an (L-5) orbit 
which can have parallel spins. As a result the baryon involving 
an (L-5) association ca.n ha.ve spin ;. As. a. ma.tter of f~ct we 
find a spin ~ in all ba.ryons involving (L-5) a.ssocia.tions. 
we· do not know the reason for this. A possible exple.nptj_on 

'o I 

might be that two que.rks with opposite spins are unlikely to 
' • !I ' 

stop at the higher (L-5) energy level during the formP.ti.on of a 
baryon, and would immediately drop to the lowest possible (L-4) 

energy level. Tlie same phenomenon is observed in mesons, where 
higher energy levels giving the possibility of parallel spins 
resulting for example in a p~=t.rticle with spin equal to 1, are 

.seldom if ever found in p~=~rticles with the spin o,char.::~cteristic 
for the a.ssociatj_on· of fermions with opposite spins. Also in this 
c.::~se we may suggest that, during the formation of a. meson, fer
miens with opposite spins are not likely to stop at a higher 
energy level, and will usually proceed to the lowest energy le
vel permitted for such spins. 

This explains how the ma.sses and spins of the ba.ryons in 
table 4 are calculated by the semi-classical model we Rre using. 

The way in which the masses and .spins of the other particles, 
defined by their configurations presented in table 4 and 3 are 
calculated, is now selfexplanatory. Starting with the c-quark 
whose configuration ((BS)2L)3 is given in table 3, in.order to 
calculate its mass one calculates first the mass of the (L-2) 
association (BS)2, then the mass of its (L-3) association 
((BS)2L)3 with the light bosen L. By the usual procedure thi,s 
gives the mass 1.5725878 M0 inO.icated in table 3. The spin is 
of course 1/2 since s is the only fermion present in its struc
ture. Its magnetic charge will be g and its electric charge e, 

· as indicated by its configuration. It is clear that a particle 
so massive and complex will hardly behave quite the same way 
as the other quarks (see below). 

Several mesons and leptons are presented in table 4. The 
distinction between baryons, mesons and leptons is that baryons 
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contain 3 fermions, mesons ·2 fermions .;:~.nd leptons only one 

fermion in their structure. 

Since leptons have only one fermion, (L-0) ass·ocia.tions 

are permitted for this kind of pa~ticles. Indeed we find three 
leptons which are interpreted a.s (L-0) associations in t:::~.blc 4, 

na.mely the electron e==(UL)O a.nd the two neu.trinoes \Je =(FLL)O 
• < I 

and \J~=(BULL)O. Since.F=(BU)O according to its definition 

(table 3) one ma.y wonder wha.t is the difference bet\'reen the 

two neutrinoes •. In order to explain deca.y processes, p?.rticu

la.rly those involving neutrinoes, it is necessary to assume 

that the structure (BU) 0 is sufficiently sta.ble to survive, 

a.t least temporarily, even in (L-0) a.ssocia.tion with other 

monopoles. Accord~ng to this interpretation the structure 

( (BU)OLL)O is not equiv~lent to (BULL)O a.s long a.s the two 

monopoles B and U stick together (Barricelli 1978B) 

The T lepton is interpreted as an (L-3) association 

(B(BL)OC) 3, involving the ch~rmed qua.rk C. Since the charmed 

quark is it self on (L-3) association (see table 3) it is no 

surprise that its association with other monopoles may often 

be a relatively high level association. The existence of a 
"charmed lepton" involving the charmed quark may suggest th~.t 

also a. '"strange' lepton" in which the cha.rmed quark is replaced 

by a str~.nge quark might exist. This would be a neutra.l lepton 

whose expected mass and other properties are described by 

Ba.rr ice lli ( 19 7 9) • 

The interpretation of meson masses is obt.:;~.ined by :=tssum

ing that many of them ;:~.re not just quark-antiquark associa

tions (as conventional qu;:~.rk models assume) but ra.ther associl=l

tions of monopoles involving two magnetic charges instea.d of 

one. Associations of two monopoles with a. single magnetic 

charge each have much greater m~.ss and energy, and are expected 

• to be more unstable. For exa.mple the (L-1) associations (UU) 1, 

(DD)1 and (UD)1 would ha.ve ma.sses around 198 to 199 M.E.V. 

• instead of the masses around 135 to 136 M.E.V. which are cha
racteristic for the (L-1) associations (FF)1 and (FUL)1, more 

in line with the masses of n mesons. The only cases of quark -

a.ntiquark associations we ha.ve found a.re o:f the type ( SS) 1, 
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(SS)2, (SS)3, (CC)1 and (CC}2, most of them involving, however, 

splitted s or c-quarks (see next section). 

In the present. approximate model we have a.dopted, the only 

· electrical interactions we have taken into a.ccount are those 

between two electric charges. We have ignored the interactions 

be.tween electric charges a.nd the electric dipol moments of the 

involved fermions. As· a result the .contribution of electric 

cha.rges to the masses 6t particles are subject to very subste.n

tial errors •. For example the neutral pa.rticle in each group, 

Neutron, 6°, !:0 e"tc. are a.lways ascribed the lo\'rest predicted 

masses, contrary to the observation that the baryon with a single 

positive charge,. Proten, 6+, E+ etc. is the one with. the lowest 

mass in ~ts group. 

8. The split s and c gu.q.rks. 

Our methods of trea.ting three-body problems, four- body 
'. 
problems etc. as two-body problems has its limitations, and ca.n 

not be expected to give a.lwa.ys the good fit we observe in ta.b

le 4; The· first condition for their R.pplica.bili ty is that the 

configurations by which the va.rious particles a.re described 

reflect some reality concerning the wa.y in which the various 
monopoles pR.rticipating in the building of each element.;~.ry p~.r

ticle a.re put together. But even if they do to some extent, 

there are many possibilities for deviations from the rigid 

sc;:hemes defined by the assumed configurations of the various 

particles leading, for example, to different orbits and differ

ent as so cia tions for a pa.rt of the time. There is no way, short 

of a sepa.ra.te treatment of the multi body problems involved in 

each particle. to obtain precise solutions. More or less suc

cess.ful approximations can, however, be obtained by empirical 

rules derived in pP..rt from observa.tion a;nd in part from a.n 

estimate of the kind of deviations one may expect in the vari

;ous types of particles. 

The deviations from expected ( configura.tional) ma.sses 

may occur where the complexity and energy level of the system 

m~.ke it possible to find orbits with the same set of que.ntum 

numbers (or momentums) which have a lower energy and a.re there

fore more stable than the strictly configura.tiorial ones. We 
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may therefore expect to find deviations leading to masses lower 
than the configurational ones. 

We are going to describe a couple of empirical corrections 
related to the s-quark (S-corrections) and similar corrections 
related to the c-quark (a-corrections). Both of these qu.::lrks 
are formed by more than qne magnetic monopole associa.ted a.t an 
energy level higher than (L-0). There are two corrections of 
which one or the other is often associa.ted with particles con
taining a.n s-qua~k. One of the corrections, often a.ssocia ted 
with mesons, can be applied by ascribing to the quark a mass 
1.070~68'7 M0 lower tha.n the configurational mass given in ta.b,
le 3. This means the.'i in the ca.lcula.tion of meson masses we 
often replace the s-quark with a. "spli t-T" qua.rk designated by 
the symbol T1 (see ·table 3) which has a. lower mass but other-. 
wise the same properties as the s-quark. Likewise in the cal
qulation of the masses of several baryons we may replace the 
s-quark with a "s;plit-Q" quark designated by the symbol Q1 
(see ta.ble 3) whi,ch ha.s a still lower mass 1. 0629688 M0 but 

otherwise the same properties as the s-quark. 

The masses of these split quarks were calculated by split
ting s1 into its two components, the F2 and L1 monopoles, which 
\</ere tl'\,en associated one at a time to an other particle, for 
example (BUD) 4. We ca.lculated this way the mass of the confi
guration ( ( (BUD)4F) 1L) 1 a.nd substracted this mass from the.t of 
the conficuration ((BUD)4S)1 which is the A(1115) baryon. This 
difference vas then substra.cted from the ma.ss of S, in order to 
ca.lculate the mass of T(see Ba.rricalli 1978 B). Simila.r proce
dures using a configuration in which S is contained at a. higher 
energy level, for example (L-5) instead of (L-1), give larger 
differences. 

These considerations have only the purpose of showing that 
·;the deviations from strict configurational masses are not in

consistent with the differences one might expect for compa.rable 
• sets of energy levels and also as a practical way of estimating 

the expected deviations. They should not be interpreted as 
an attempt to describe the actual orbital deviations. 
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Similar procedures are used for the c-qua.rk in order to 
calculate the mass of the "split A" quark A1 (see table 3). The 
'1intern Q" quark I, is obtained by substituting Q for S in the 
definition of C (table 3). 

I 

Particles whose masses are calculated by using split s and 
c quarks are listed in table 5. 

'' I 

.. • r I •• 

Table 5 

Properties of elementary particles involving split (S and C) quarks. 

Particle name Symbol Theoretic calc. mass Elctr. Spin Configuration 
( +obs. mass) MeV Monopolar U. charge 

Xi - S-(1321) 1319.412 o. 549970 -1 1/2 ((:as) 1DQ )4 

Sigma - r-(BB5) 1390.117 0.579442 -1 3/2 ( (BD)1DQ)5 

Xi - E-(1530) 1535.053 0.639856 -1 3/2 ((BD)1Q.Q)5 

Omega - .Q-(1672) 1673.594 0.697604 -1 3/2 ((W)1QQ)5 

Eta "'t (549') 550.441 ·0.229440 0 0 ( ST)1 

Eta.' '1'\! (9 58) 962.268 0.401102 0 0 ( ( BL)OUT)4 

Omega w (783) 779.892 0.325082 0. 1 (TT)2 

Phi ¢ (1020) 1038.133 0.432725 0 1 (TT)3 

D' 0 D I 0 (2006) 2015-529 0.840132. 0 1 ( ( BI) 1 (BU ) 1 ) 2 

D' l: D' :!::( 2009) 2016.053 0.840351 :t1 1 ( ( BI ) 1 ( BD ) 1 ) 2 

F' ± F•±(2140) 2157-510 0.899314 . ±l 1 ( ( BI ) 1 ( BQ ) 1 ) 2 



Table 6 

Configurations of elementary particles. 

BARYONS 

Octet of spin 1/2 Decaplet of spin 3/2 

Stran- Name Configurations Name Configurations 

g-Qnass 
-3 n (1672) ( (~)1QQ)5 

-2 :: (1321) ( (BS)lDQ)4 ( (BS)lUQ)4 S(l530) ( (BD)lQQ)5 ( (BJ)lQQ)5 . . 

-1 r. ( 1190) ( (BD)lDS)4 ( ( BD) lUS )4 e1c • ."I:( 1385) ( (BD)lDQ)5 ( (BD)lUQ)5· ( (BJ)lUQ)5 

0 N,P(938) ((BJD)4D)l ( (BUD)4U )1 ~(1232) ( (BD)lDD)5 ( (BD)lUD)5 ( (EU)lUD)5 etc 

-1 A (1115) ( (:WD)4S)l 

MESONS 

:Nonet of spin 0 No net of spin 1 

0 ,. (958) ((BL)OUT)4? · f (1020) (TT)3 

0 , (549) (ST)l w (783) (TT)2 

-+ -+ 
((BT)l(BU)l)2 *1 K (494) ( (BT)lF)l K (886) 

*1 K0 (498) ( (BT)lUL)l ( (BU)lTL)l K0 (892) .((BT)l(BD)1)2 

-+ -+ ( ( (BD)l:S)lU)2 0 TT ( 140) (FUL)l p (765) 

C TTO (135) (FF)l pO (770) ( ( (BD)lB)lD)2 

Charmed triplet of spin.O · Charmed·· triplet of spin 1· · 

0 D~ (1863) ( (BC)l(BU)l)l n•o (2006) ((BI)l(BU)1)2 

-+ ((BC)1(BD)l)l 
-+ ((BJ.)l(BD)l)2 0 D (1868) D' (2009) 

-+ ( ( BC ) 1 ( BS) 1 ) 1 
-+ ( ( BI )1 ( BQ) 1 ) 2 . =1 F (2040) F' (2140) 

Doubly charmed of spin 0 Doubly charmed of spin 1 

0 f1c(2830) (AC)l 'Y (3095) (CC)2 

LEPTONS 

El. charge .::strangeness Charm 

T -+(1807) (B(BL)OC)3 ±1 ' '' 0 ±1 

S 0 (450?) (B(BL)OS)2 or (B(BL)OS)l 0 t1 0 

IJ -+c 1o6) (B(BL)OU)l or (BFL)l ±I 0 0 

e-+(0.')11) (UL)O + -1 0 0 

'Ve(o) (DL)O or (FLL)O 0 0 0 

\)iJ. (0) (BULL)O 0 0 0 

,· .... 
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In table 6 the configura.tions of some of· the most common 
ba.ryons mesons a.nd leptons are pres en ted in a. 

way which may facilitate comparisons. 

The introduction of the split quarks is equivalent ~o the 
introduction of 4 free parameters, name~~ the masses of split-T, 
sp1it-Q, intern-Q and split-A. Each one of these parameters is, 
however, used as a co'~on' correction for a well defined class of 
elementary particles (~~~·tables 5 and 6). However, even if one 
takes the attitude that this preliminary attempt to find empiri
cal rules for the calculation of the masses of deviant particles is 

premature, there a.re more than enough particles in ta.ble 4 whose 
masses are calculated with errors mostly lower than 1 %. Tp our 
knowledge no other theory has been successful in calcula.ting, 
on a purely theoret-ice.l be.sis, the masses of so ma.ny elementA.ry 
pa.rticles. The only physice.l pa.ra.rneter introduced in our mA.chi-
ne program (a simple 3 page fortran program)is the fine structure 
constant 1/137.036, When the units Of metSS, length and time are 
selected by putting c=1, E=1 and r 0 =1, r 0 being the semi-classi

cal radius of the electron. By this simple program we have 
calculated the masses of all the particles listed in table 4, 
simply by assigning in the input the configurations of the re
spective particles. By including in the input the 4 masses of 
the split quarks we were also a.ble to ca.lcula.te the masses of 

the particles in table 5. 

9. The B, U, L conserva.tion le.w. 

In a preceeding paper (Barricelli 1978 B section 12) the 
decay processes and the respective decay products, of the par
ticles listed in table 4 and 5, are interpreted on the assump
tion that the three basic monopoles B, U and L a.re conserved 
in every decay. According to this assumption the· only objects 

which can be created or destroied during a. decay process are pa.irs 
formed by a basic monopole or e.n (L-0) association, a.nd its anti-
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pa.rticle, namely*: 

3 1 1 2 1 + - e ~ B B3, U u1 ,1 1 1, F F2 , D D1, e e, v ve, v v~. All the decay 

products are assumed to be formed by rea.rra.ngements (reassocia.tions) 
of the basic monopoles left after such pa.ir creations and/ or a.nni
hilSltions. 

By making use of tliis B, U, 1 conservation law we ·were able to 
interpret all but two of the decays of the pa.rticles listed in ta.ble 
4 ~:rid 5, published by "Particle Properties 11 (April 1974 & April 1978). 

The two recalcitrant decays were: K+(494)~n-e+e+a.nd K+(494)-n~~+e+. 

However these two deca.ys are obviously erroneous, since the formation 
of two positively charged leptons by a meson decay re~uires the for
m~.tion of two neutrinoes or some other leptons. We ha.ve interpreted 
these two decays after adding the missing neutrinoes (see Barricelli 
1978 B). 

Together with the theoretic calculation o:f masses, the interpre
tation of decay processes has been an important tool in the process 
of identifying or verifying the configurations ascribed to the vari
ous elementary particles. 

10. The prejudice about ,magnetic monopole forces and its effects 
on progress. 

The misconception about the semi-classical treatoent of magne
tic monopole forces, which is discussed at the beginning of this 
paper, has created and is still creating serious hindrances to pro
gress in this area of research. Despite the results presented in 
this paper a.~d the preceeding ones, it is almost impossible to 
make many people realize the mistake. A couple of referee comments 
may help expll:,ining this point: 

* All but the first three pairs are actually redundant, since for 
example the formation or annihilation of the pair F2F2 can be re

;placed by the formation or annihilation of the two pairs B3B2 and 
u~u 1 , and similar substitutions are possible for the pther pairs 

• of (1-0)- associations. The interpretation of a. decay process is, 
however, in many cases simplified by allowing for (1-0) associatio~ 
pairs. 
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These papers show praiseworthy efforts to create ne\•/ ideas, 

but the methods employed a.re quite inadequate for the purpose. 

(1) Extremely strong magnetic fields are involved, and these 

will produce large currents in the vacuum, a.nd these cur

rents then interact in such a way a.s to modify strongl;v 
the original fields. 

(ii) The dynamics of such ma.gnetic qua.rk systems .£@:.@10t be 

treated by Bohr-Sommerfeld quantiza.tion, nor ca.n it be 

treated by Dira.c' s formula for H-like atoms. One must use 

some quantum .field theory method which makes it possible 

to include all the large qua.ntum field effects. Anything 

less is hopeless. 

If the referee had read the papers, or even paid attention 

to their titles, he ~ould not have avoided noticing that one of 

the papers contains a refutation of his argument as far a.s Bohr

Sommerfeld quantiza.tion is concerned. Neither has he explained 

'1by wha.t miraculous accident" the theory presented in these 

pRpers is capable of predicting the masses of elementary partic

les (see table 4), in spite of the referee's A.rgument a.bout the 

strong ma.gnetic fields and· the currents in the va.cuum. The m::o~.g

netic fields are exceedingly strong only for people who ignore 

the classical radius of the magnetic monopoles and its effect on 

the strength of the magnetic- field a.ccording to semi-classical 

theory (see section 2). 

The first thing a 'lt!Ould be referee should lea.rn, is that 

a. theory c-'1nnot be disproved just by quoting another theory. 

Only experirr.ental facts ca.n disprove a theory, and those are 

not easy to get at without reading the papers one is supposed 

to review. 

An other reviewer masterpiece, this time in.connection 
. with 1'1. summary pa.per which wa.s sent ·together with the two pA.pers 

(Ba.rricelli 1978 A and B): 

Author 

Title 

Nils Aall Barricelli 

A summ.a.ry of Results Obta.ined by l\lagnetic ·Quark rllodels 

It is totally ununderstandable what the author intends 

to prove, except for the va.gUe a.ssertion that if quarks 

are magnetic monopoles their mR.ss might be the mB.gneto

static energy and their interaction energy might be the 

magnetic interaction energy. 
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Perhaps the referee did not realize that the masses of 

elementary particles listed in the tables were calculated by a 
me. chine progra.m based on the "va.gue ~.ssertion" he quotes. He 
may ha.ve believed tha.t those masses were experimental ones 
copied from some text book, if he has noticed them at all. 

Most mathematics or physics students a.t this university, 
a.nd I imagine in other• universities a.s well, are capable of 
rea.ding those papers and understa.nding some of the main points. 

Quite a few of them are also ca.pa.ble of writing the data machi
ne programs neede~ in order to ca.lculate the masses of element
ary particles. The simple (2 or 3 page) machine programs used 
in these papers are partly or entirely written by students. 

I think I would subscribe to Max Plank's view tha.t it is 
useless to try convincing experts about new ideas. The only 
a.l terna.tive is to wait till they die a.nd are replaced by new . 
people. In this case it is not even new ideas. It is just the 
oldfashioned Niels Bohr's idea applied to a new field. 

Apart from the referee reports, the responses we have 
received to the limited preprint edition of these papers, are 
positive. 

vlARNING 

Many inferences from recent experimental results have been 
obtained by wave mechanical or related approaches, but are not 
found to be derivable by semi-classical methods. Quite a few 
of them, designed to obtain informatiom about quarks a.nd other 
partons, includin~ the identification of their properties and 
va.rious parameters involved, could be used as arguments against 
the ma.gnetic quark model presented in this paper. 

In order to be relevant for a.semi-classical model, such 
a.s the magnetic quark model, every inference must be obtainable 
also by semi-classica.l arguments and not only by wave mechl:l.nical 
or rela.ted argumemts. For example wave mechanical interpreta

tions of recent experiments designed to estima.te a.n upper limit 

of the electron radius are not applicable to semi-classical 
models unless they are confirmed by semi-cla.ssical a.rgu."!lents. 
The same applies to wave mechanical estimates of the electric 
dipole moment of neutrons etc. Semi-classical theories must 
be built on semi-classical premisses and interpretations, not 

on wave mechanical ones• 
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The best way to apply the semi-classica.l model correctly 
is to forget every thing which was demonstrated by wave mechani
cal or related arguments after Bohr and Sommerfeld, unless it 
was (or can be) confirmed by semi-classical arguments. 

'' I 
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Fig. 1 

Potential .field U defined by formula (5) and its d~rivative F 
defining the fo~ce field generated by it for two Dirac monopoles 
of opposite magnetic charge. 

The me.ximum distances between magnetic monopoles in the elementa.ry 
P.a.rticles whose masses have been calculated never exceeded o. 7 r 0 • 

Outside this range the above potential a;o.d force distribution 
has th~re.t'ore not been tested by this or any other method. Further
more a couple of other potential distributions substantially dif

ferent from this one have been found which give almost a.s good 
results, suggesting that the masses of elementary particles are 
not as sensitive to· the potential distribution as one might ex
p~ct. 

., 
Fig. 2 

Oscillatory movements in a binary system in which the rest mass 
of o:ae particl.e _is 4 times greater than the rest mass of the other 
one (M20 = 4!'f10 ) • 


